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Abstract—Early work in the field of SLAM asserted that
globally metrically consistent maps expressed in a single
coordinate frame were necessary for autonomous operation.
It has been shown previously that chain-structured and tree-
structured topometric maps provide sufficient information for
accurate path following. This paper extends this concept to
arbitrarily connected graph structures with loop closures.
We show that globally inconsistent maps may be treated
as a set of locally defined Riemannian manifolds, and that
this representation is sufficient for path repetition tasks.
We demonstrate smooth path following on an inconsistent
topometric map with loop closures, using the existing Visual
Teach and Repeat (VT&R) framework for vision-in-the-loop
control. Path-tracking errors are maintained within nominal
values despite disparities of over 2m between the local and
global representations of robot pose. Traversal of large map
discontinuities is found to have no adverse effect on robot
performance, allowing segments of the map to be repeated
in a different order than they were trained.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is a

well-studied problem in the field of robotics. The choice of

map representation is fundamental to the operation of any

SLAM algorithm; while many representations are possible,

graph-based structures are a widely used solution. The

use of purely topological graph structures is common in

visual place recognition algorithms [1, 2], where metric

information is unnecessary. These methods are computa-

tionally lightweight, but the underlying topological spaces

they represent contain no metric information, and cannot

be embedded in Euclidean space for use in navigation and

control algorithms.

To use SLAM algorithms as part of a navigation-and-

control loop, the map must contain metric information in

some form. The idea of graph-based, metric maps is not

new [3]. However, discussion of how best to handle large-

scale loop closures is ongoing. While map inaccuracies are

unavoidable, loop closure leads to discontinuities across the

added constraint edges due to compounded measurement

error. In globally metric maps, the expression of poses

in a single coordinate frame leads to map discontinuities,

and creates problems for navigation and path planning.

Graph relaxation is commonly used to solve this problem
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Figure 1: During normal map traversal (1), local (map-

relative) and global position estimates agree. When cross-

ing unrelaxed loop closures (2), these estimates diverge

discontinuously. We show that smooth, in-the-loop path

following can be achieved by ignoring this discontinuity and

propagating both estimates forward (3).

by smoothing out discontinuities through a least-squares

optimization [4, 5, 6]. While this method is effective at

generating graphs that are globally consistent, the compu-

tational cost of this solution scales poorly with map size.

Many methods have been developed to reduce this cost—

by exploiting the sparse nature of the problem [7] or by

using reduced map representations [8]—but the efficiency

of globally metric methods is ultimately limited.

It has been previously demonstrated that global metric

consistency is not required for robotic tasks such as naviga-

tion and path following [9], as long as locally accurate metric

information is maintained. Abandoning globally metric maps

in favour of topometric representations allows loop closures

to be performed without relaxation, as global consistency

is not expected. In essence, one physical location in the

world can be represented by two (or more) places in the

map, meaning the robot can literally be in two places

at once. In this framework, it is not possible to define

concepts such as distance and orientation at a global scale—

while estimates of relative pose can be constructed, these

estimates are not unique. Tasks such as path following still

require a metric representation of the world, necessitating

an extension of the local metric to small neighbourhoods
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of poses. Discontinuities across loop closures cause the

local and global position estimates to diverge (Figure 1),

which can be problematic for algorithms that expect metric

consistency.

In this paper, we show that globally inconsistent maps

can be treated as a series of local, connected Riemannian

manifolds, and that the compatibility between adjacent man-

ifolds is sufficient for tasks requiring local metric accuracy.

A modified version of the Visual Teach and Repeat (VT&R )

algorithm [10], capable of operating on unrelaxed topometric

maps containing loop closures, is presented. The modified

algorithm is used in combination with a simple field hard-

ware solution for manual loop closure identification and

addition. We demonstrate through experiment that global

metric consistency is not necessary for smooth, on-map

navigation and path following.

Related work is reviewed in Section II. In Section III,

the map representation is formalized and limitations are

discussed. The experimental setup used is described in

Section IV and results are discussed in Section V. We

conclude with a discussion of the advantages and potential

problems of this method.

II. RELATED WORK

Early work in mapping attempted to represent the entire

world in a single, global coordinate frame. The work of

Smith et al. [11] on stochastic maps was an early and

influential example of globally metric mapping. While the

their concept of bookkeeping all uncertainties in the map

remains a core feature in modern SLAM, the use of a

single world frame causes computational complexity to scale

poorly with the size of the map, and has prompted the

development of relative frameworks.

Some of the first attempts to reduce computational com-

plexity involved submapping: the process of generating

domain-specific maps and aligning them to form the global

map. The earliest example of this approach is that of Hebért

et al. [12], which represented features in a set of local frames

but transformed them back into the global frame before use.

Other methods abandoned a global frame, but were still

focused on the generation of a single, global map through

the process of merging submaps [13, 14]. Purely relative

approaches have also been developed [15, 16]; these relative

approaches are more flexible, but still suffer from the com-

mon need for submap alignment. Hybrid metric-topological

approaches abandoned the idea of map merging, and instead

anchor submaps to a topological backbone [17, 18, 19].

While this is more computationally efficient, Sibley et al.

[20] note that there are still outstanding issues with these

methods, including map alignment, data duplication, and

selection of optimal submap size.

More recently, the concept of manifold maps emerged

[21], where local Euclidean maps are embedded in higher-

dimensional space. Using a discreet underlying topology,

such as a graph, generates a similar representation to hybrid

metric-topological approaches. However, map overlap and

alignment is dealt with by allowing multiple submaps to

describe the same region of space. The manifold represen-

tation defines a smooth mapping between each submap,

and allows for metric tasks such as path following. The

use of topometric maps for in-the-loop path following has

been demonstrated for the case of path-structured [9] and

tree-structured [10] networks. Application to arbitrarily con-

nected graph structures has been more limited.

Many existing graph-based methods rely on relaxation to

ensure global consistency [22, 23]. Adaptive Relative Bundle

Adjustment [24] and RSLAM [25] are some of the first

demonstrations of SLAM on a graph-based topometric map

without enforced global consistency. While global relaxation

is not attempted, this algorithm has not been used inside

a control loop, and local bundle adjustment is used as

an iterative approximation of the full, globally consistent

solution. CAT-Graph [26] is a visual domain SLAM algo-

rithm that operates on a topometric map, using a bag-of-

words approach. While it operates on globally inconsistent

topometric maps, CAT-Graph has not been used in an online

control loop.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, accurate path

following using in-the-loop visual SLAM on globally in-

consistent topometric maps has not been attempted. While

offline mapping and localization has been performed using

this map representation, online SLAM algorithms have re-

tained a reliance on local or global relaxation to reduce

map inconsistencies. We demonstrate that this reliance is

unnecessary, and that global consistency is not necessary

for in-the-loop SLAM.

III. MAP REPRESENTATION

The VT&R algorithm represents maps as a series of poses,

constrained relative to each other by odometric information,

and a set of features stored with respect to each pose (Figure

2). These pose graphs may represent inconsistent topometric

maps, or be relaxed into globally consistent maps. Each

method deals with metric representation differently, and

issues of how to handle metric inconsistency mathematically

must be addressed separately for the case of topometric

maps.

k − 1
k

k − 2
k + 1

zik

Figure 2: Representation of a typical map chain with features

stored at each pose.
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Figure 3: (a) A metrically consistent pose graph; compounding transformations around a loop in either direction does not

lead to any discontinuity. (b) A metrically inconsistent pose graph; compounding transformations around a loop in one

direction leads to a discontinuity when returning to the starting point. (c) The same metrically inconsistent pose graph as in

(b); compounding transformations around a loop in both directions leads to a discontinuity at vertex 4 instead of the starting

vertex.

A. Metrically Consistent Graphs

Globally metric maps handle the problem of loop clo-

sure through graph relaxation. In the simplest case, each

vertex is assigned a metric location in a single, privileged

coordinate frame, in such a way as to minimize a squared-

error term between the transformations of pairs of vertices

and the transformations of their incident edges. One of the

advantages of this approach is that the map may be directly

embedded in Euclidean space, as each point is already

represented in a single frame. Any planning or control

algorithms that require metric map data may be used directly

without further modification.

In general, metric consistency does not necessitate expres-

sion in a single coordinate frame. Purely relative topometric

approaches may also be considered metrically consistent

if relaxation is used to ensure consistency of the edge

transformations. In this case, metric consistency implies the

property of path independence: the displacement between

two nodes, generated by compounding edge transformations,

will be the same regardless of the path taken through the

graph. Equivalently, the product of transformations around

a cycle in the graph will always be unity. This property,

shown in Figure 3a, is important as it allows the map

to be represented as a connected Riemannian manifold,

having both an underlying topology and a global differential

structure. Furthermore, the use of a countable underlying

topology allows for a smooth embedding in Euclidean space,

despite the lack of a privileged frame: global properties such

as distance, orientation, and connectivity are all well-defined

within this representation.

B. Metrically Inconsistent Graphs

Topometric maps that contain loop closures and have not

been relaxed are metrically inconsistent. Odometric error

will generate cycles in the graph around which the product

of transformations is not unity, and the property of path

independence is violated. These maps are still topological

manifolds in that they locally resemble Euclidean space.

However, they have no global differential structure. While

each pose in the graph has local, Euclidean geometry, a

unique mapping between the geometry at each pose cannot

be constructed and we cannot define the property of distance

globally. This is an issue for many tasks, such as path

tracking, which require multiple poses to be expressed in

a single frame.

The fundamental issue is a lack of uniqueness in the

transformation between vertices. Figure 3b shows an exam-

ple loop of six poses; if we compound the transformations

around this loop we will arrive at two conflicting definitions

for location of the starting vertex, 1 and 1′. Neither represen-

tation is privileged, so we cannot uniquely express how the

local space at vertex 1 relates to the local space at vertex 6.

Fortunately, topometric graphs lack a privileged frame, and

we are free to compound transformations in whatever order

and direction we choose. If we compound transformations

outward in both directions (Figure 3c), we arrive at a non-

unique representation of vertex 4 instead. Without relaxation

we cannot remove the discontinuity, but by choosing an ap-

propriate direction and order of exploration we can construct

local neighbourhoods that are free of discontinuities.
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C. Local Manifolds

The local neighbourhood at any vertex can be constructed

using a breadth-first search out to a given depth to select

relevant poses: Vi(r) = {j | d(i, j) < r, j ∈ V}, where

d(i, j) is the topological distance through the graph. We

define the maximum radius to be rmax = �g(G)/2�, where

g(G) is the girth of the graph—the length of its shortest

cycle. This is a conservative lower bound, as some vertices

may be located far away from any cycle. However, choosing

rmax to be half the length of the shortest cycle guarantees

that all neighbourhoods will be tree-structured. Repeating

this process at each node generates a family of local trees,

T (r). In general, a maximum radius can be defined at

each vertex. In practice, this is unnecessary, as the girth

of VT&R pose graphs is on the order of hundreds and the

typical search radius is on the order of ten.

Under this restriction, we can express each element of T
in a single frame by compounding transformations from root

to leaf. Each tree defines a Riemannian manifold, generating

a set of sub-manifolds, M, that cover the entire space. This

allows the notion of distance and orientation to be extended

to limited neighbourhoods around each pose by selecting

the appropriate sub-manifold, Mi. Using sufficiently large

neighbourhoods, algorithms requiring metric world repre-

sentations can operate locally without needing knowledge

of the underlying map representation, or dealing with metric

discontinuity.

It is inevitable that any mobile agent will have to switch

between multiple local manifolds as it traverses the map, due

the finite domain of each underlying tree. Figure 4 illustrates

Figure 4: The intersection of two local manifolds (green,

bottom left; red, bottom right) may be a non-connected

manifold (orange, top)

the overlapping of two such trees in a graph of minimum

cycle length nine. While it is impossible for the intersection

of two trees to contain a loop, the resulting graph may

be disconnected (though still tree-structured). Consequently,

this intersection may represent a disconnected manifold;

space is consistent within each region, but it is impossible

to traverse between them. The underlying topology in each

region of intersection is both loop-free and common between

the two local trees; this implies that a smooth mapping

between the local manifolds can be generated over each

region of intersection, but that these mappings may not

agree with each other. While this property does not allow

us to unify the local manifolds, it does allow a mobile

robot to transition smoothly between them. Transitioning

between two local manifolds while within a region of their

intersection does not alter any property of space within that

region, up to a rigid transformation of origin.

It is mathematically consistent to simply ignore the fact

that space is inconsistent and use the closest local represen-

tation, as long as questions concerning global pose are not

asked.

IV. ALGORITHM

The algorithm used in this paper is modified from the

work of Stenning et al. [10], who extended the original

method from single-path operation to operation on trees of

paths. The VT&R algorithm is a point-feature-based visual

SLAM implementation that performs sparse mapping of

SURF features [27] in a relative map framework. The map

is purely topometric, storing only the relative transformation

between each pose, and no relaxation is attempted. The

existing algorithm had no support for the addition of loop

closures, which required a modification of the user interface.

The map structure was modified to support the high-level

concept of waypoints, which serve to group together vertices

that represent the same physical location. This modification

is mostly an abstraction for interfacing purposes, and does

not change the underlying representation.

A. Loop Closure

Given that the current paradigm of the VT&R algorithm

is to maximally leverage human experience by having a

human operator train a desired route, the natural extension

is to have the operator specify the locations of loop closures.

Temporary physical markers are placed in the field, corre-

sponding one-to-one with the waypoints in the map. The

operator specifies when the robot has returned to one of

these markers, approximately aligning it to the previously

mapped pose. Identity transformation edges are inserted

into the graph to tie together the relevant vertices. This

process is illustrated in Figure 5. While this is not the most

spatially accurate method, robust visual SLAM algorithms

should be still able to localize against the map if manual

alignment on the order of 10cm can be achieved. This
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Figure 5: Loop closure procedure in the physical world (top)

and map (bottom). (1) The robot is driven up to the marker.

(2) Robot returns to the same cone, and is approximately

realigned. (3) The current vertex is flagged. (4) The current

vertex is linked to the previously flagged vertex with an

identity transform.

method was primarily chosen as it allowed for deterministic

construction of the graph structure; existing automatic place

recognition algorithms do not guarantee perfect recall or

perfect accuracy, and it is difficult to detect corruption of the

graph structure when no global frame is used. Furthermore,

automatic methods tend to introduce many short cycles by

cross-linking similar sections of the path, greatly reducing

the maximum local neighbourhood radius.

It is important to note that the field markers are temporary

and serve no role other than to be a convenient visual guide

for the operator. They may be removed immediately after

the teaching phase, or even not placed at all if the operator

is confident in their ability to manually return the robot to

the same pose. In our case, the markers were also augmented

with the numeric ID of the waypoint they represented as a

matter of convenience.

B. Planning

Route planning was performed using a breadth-first

search over the topological representation of the graph. The

VT&R algorithm generates vertices with roughly constant

linear and angular spacing, making uniform edge weight-

ing roughly equivalent to minimizing travel time. While

heuristic search algorithms have better performance in many

scenarios, it is impossible to define a heuristic on this map

that is guaranteed to be admissible. There is no globally

defined distance or location, so standard Euclidean distance

cannot be used. Despite this, a heuristic method could still

provide increased performance on large graphs. However,

optimality could no longer be guaranteed. The current

method is O(|V|2). This can be reduced to O(|W|2)—
quadratic in the number of junctions—by recognizing that

typical VT&R graphs consist of straight chains of hundreds

of poses, which may be reduced to a single edge for the

purposes of planning.

C. Map Construction

As a vision-based SLAM algorithm, VT&R requires that

any trained path be repeated within a given linear and

angular tolerance. This is not an important consideration

in training single paths or trees, as the repetition accuracy

is purely a function of environmental factors and algo-

rithm/controller performance. In an arbitrarily connected

network there is also the additional possibility that the robot

can become rotated by 180 degrees simply by traversing

links in the graph. In the VT&R framework a path may be

traversed in either direction, but it is not currently possible to

traverse a learned path while the robot is facing the opposite

direction. This requires that the robot return to the same

position and orientation at each waypoint. This constraint

could be eliminated for robots with symmetrically placed

cameras, but for single-camera platforms we must enforce

it manually by purposely constructing paths that respect

orientation constraints. This results in some paths that are

cusp-like, where the robot reverses its direction.

D. Local Representation

We do not explicitly construct the local manifolds de-

scribed in Section III. The location of the robot is ex-

pressed with respect to the closest mapped pose, and all

transformations are computed using that vertex as the base.

Transformations are computed as necessary by compounding

edges outward from the base vertex. At each step, a local-

ization search is performed along the chain of poses being

traversed, and the base vertex is updated as necessary. This

amounts to selecting the manifold associated with the nearest

vertex, as measured in the current base frame. The current

Figure 6: Clearpath Grizzly shown in the test environment.

The camera used is highlighted.
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Figure 7: The trained pose graph, containing six junctions.

Black triangles indicate the direction in which the path was

trained, and red edges link waypoint vertices.

implementation only constructs linear local neighbourhoods

as opposed to trees. This was not found to severely impact

performance. Topological search radius constraints were

not explicitly enforced; the algorithm places new vertices

approximately every 10cm, leading to cycle lengths that are

substantially larger than the search radius used.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Field testing for this paper was done with a Clearpath

Grizzy robot, in an unstructured outdoor environment con-

taining tall grass and wooded areas. We used the front-

facing, mast-mounted Bumblebee XB3 stereo camera pic-

tured in Figure 6 for mapping and repeating. None of the

repeated paths or the overall map structure are compared

against ground truth data; the VT&R algorithm does not

perform any operations with respect to the ground truth

frame, nor does it attempt to construct maps that resemble

the true path.

A relatively small test network was trained over an area

50m across, with the main focus being the construction

of an inconsistent pose graph and the observation of path

following across the closures. A network with six junctions

was trained, and the final pose graph is shown in Figure 7.

Waypoints are numbered for reference, and the pose graph

structure has been given a metric representation for the

purposes of plotting by compounding odometric information

in each edge in the order that they were first driven. This

representation is not unique, as the discontinuities can be

shifted arbitrarily; we choose to display the inconsistencies

at the points of loop closure. Despite being a connected

graph, the map was trained using two continuous paths,

defined by their waypoint sequences: 1-2-3-4-1-5-6-7-5 and
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Figure 8: Example of a loop closure traversal, showing

(a) projected global and local metric positions and (b) the

difference between them over time. Four events are marked:

(1) Repeat starts; robot localizes against the waypoint. (2)

Robot begins moving and localizes against the correct path.

(3) A loop closure is traversed. (4) Global estimate is reset.

2-4-7-3. The arrows in the pose graph figure provide an

indication of the direction of training. However, loop clo-

sures at waypoints 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7 allow us to repeat the

segments out of order. Waypoint 2 represents a branch point,

and waypoint 6 is simply a point of interest.

Three separate paths containing loop closures were re-

peated: 5-1-2, 2-3-7, and 7-4-1. The first repeat was across a

straight-line junction, though in our choice of representation

there is a sharp jog of approximately 1m. The robot was able

to traverse this path at full speed, and did not display any

change in control behaviour. We show the position estimate

of the robot during this traverse in Figure 8. The local

position estimate is relative to the closest trained pose, and

tracks the mapped path within standard localization error

margins. The metric estimate of position used by the path

tracker and control loops follows the local estimate closely,

but diverges drastically after crossing the loop closure. These

two representations of position end up diverging by over 2m,

but the robot never experiences a localization failure.

The other two loop-closure repeats were through cusp-like

junctions, where the robot approached the closure, stopped,

and then reversed away from the waypoint. While these repe-

titions are weaker examples of the robot’s ability to navigate
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Figure 9: The local and global metric estimates of position

for the second (2-3-7) and third (7-4-1) repeats.

through discontinuities, they still serve as demonstration of

the fact that localization does not fail under extreme disparity

between global and local metric representations. The global

and local estimates again diverge by over 2m (Figure 9),

with the divergence being reset (though not to zero) at

waypoint 7 when a new repeat command is issued and the

path tracker is reinitialized. The upper inset shows the jump

in local estimate across the first closure. In the lower inset, a

new repeat command is issued, resetting the global position

estimate to the waypoint location. The planner chooses an

arbitrary starting vertex within the waypoint, and in this

case it has selected the one on the opposite side of the loop

closure, leading to a non-zero difference between position

estimates at the start of the repeat.

During the last leg of the repeat, some temporary localiza-

tion failures were encountered, leading to the erratic route

shown. The sun was setting as the test was being completed,

which poses a number of issues for visual methods such

as VT&R. Given the time of day and the fact that this

failure occurred on a straight, continuous section of the

map, the localization dropout is attributed to visual pipeline

limitations rather than metric inconsistency.

A second network was constructed, and portions of the

map were manually flagged as non-traversable during path

repetition. Figure 10 shows a sample repeat between way-

points (4) and (1). The optimal path, (4-3-1), is known to be

blocked at (o1) from a previous run, leading to the choice of
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Figure 10: A traverse from (4) to (1), requiring two alternate

routes to succeed.

the longer route through (5). An obstruction (o2) is simulated

during the traversal of this path, and the robot successfully

stops, plans the alternate route (5-3-1), and begins executing

it without operator intervention. This procedure is repeated

during the traversal of the alternate route, adding (o3). This

requires resorting to the least efficient path, (3-2-1), but does

not prevent the robot from reaching its goal.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown that notions of distance and orientation

can be extended to inconsistent topometric maps on local

scales, and that this property is sufficient for the tasks of

mapping and navigation. The mathematical expectation that

a discontinuous map framework should not affect the perfor-

mance of robotic navigation and path following is found to

be true in a real-world application of the VT&R algorithm.

We demonstrate that it is possible to perform in-the-loop

SLAM on globally inconsistent topometric maps with no

degradation in performance, highlighting the effectiveness

of purely relative approaches and the lack of necessity for

relaxation methods. The current practice of user-specified

loop closures introduces some limitations. A future exten-

sion to include manually triggered visual place recognition

could eliminate this constraint, performing automatic match-

ing against previously visited junctions. While this method

cannot provide any global metric information about the

world, inconsistent maps present a computationally efficient

framework for applications that do not require this data.
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